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Abstract 
Many real problems can be treated as constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs), a type of 
problem for which efficient tools have been developed. Computing the maximum timing sepa- 
rations between the events of a timing specification falls into this category. In particular, CLP 
(BNR) is a constraint logic programming language which seems well suited to the problem, 
allowing to draw from the advantages of both CSPs and Logic Programming. Consistency 
techniques used for solving general CSPs usually produce approximate answers (partial consis- 
tency). However, for some specific timing specifications, that is, systems of strictly linear con- 
straints, systems of either max-only or min-only constraints, and systems where linear and 
either max or min constraints intermix, we show that global consistency can be achieved using 
CLP based on Relational Interval Arithmetic. 
1. Introduction 
Many real problems can be treated as constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs), a 
type of problem for which efficient tools have been developed. A CSP is defined by a 
set of variables and a set of constraints over these variables; specific domains of possi- 
ble values are associated with each variable. Consistency techniques are suitable for 
the analysis of such problems: instead of enumerating all possible solutions, the set of 
solutions is characterized, often with approximations: there is a trade-off between 
speed and accuracy. Further gains in efficiency can be realized by imbedding these 
consistency techniques in the framework of logic programming (LP) languages, lead- 
ing to constraint logic programming (CLP) [12, 7, 13, 281. 
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1.1. Interface timing verijication 
Interface timing verification is the problem of verifying that the interfaces of vari- 
ous system components can be connected and operate correctly. Each interface is 
given as a collection of events and constraints relating the occurrence times of these 
events. If all these timing constraints are preserved when the specifications are com- 
bined to form the connected system, the interfaces are said to be compatible. This 
problem, in practice, is often reduced to computing the maximum separations 
between pairs of events. We define this as the event separation problem. 
McMillan and Dill [20] have shown that computing maximum separations of 
events in systems consisting of linear, min and max constraints is an J’Y-complete 
problem. Exhaustive simulation is impractical for this purpose: analytical algorithms, 
through which the process can be automated, are necessary. Indeed, algorithms have 
been proposed in the past ([20, 3, 5, 321 etc.) that can efficiently tackle restricted sys- 
tems of constraints. 
1.2. Constraint logic programming 
A CLP language is a logic programming (LP) language in which constraint solving 
techniques have been introduced to complement he unification mechanism. The 
advantages are threefold: 
the user does not need to concern himself with search techniques (black-box con- 
cept), 
for some applications where the problem is naturally described in terms of con- 
straints (interface timing verification, for instance), stating these constraints is 
often straightforward, although in general an appropriate formulation for CLP 
solution can be a problem in itself, 
programs can be easily modified and extended. 
The advantages offered by CLP for the event separation problem have already 
been explored by Amon and Borriello [2]. However, the model developed by Amon 
and Borriello has limitations: inter-process communications are awkward and the 
operators defined are semantically weak; it is necessary to define a large number of 
rules to reason about the constraint system. The CLP language they use relies on an 
incremental version .of the standard simplex linear programming algorithm coupled 
with a goal-based programming language akin to Prolog. 
We have observed affinities between constraint resolution techniques based on 
relational interval arithmetic’ as, for instance, used in CLP (BNR) [4, 241, a Prolog 
language for CLP, and the algorithms of [20]. We will show that, in fact, these are 
equivalent approaches. 
In effect, we will show that interval consistency techniques are complete for special 
cases of linear constraints, min constraints and max constraints. Furthermore, when 
’ In the rest of this paper, we will refer to such techniques, i.e., constraint resolution techniques based on 
relational interval arithmetic as CRT (RIA). 
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linear constraints are combined either with min or max constraints, the completeness 
results will be shown to be still valid. 
In the context of CSPs, similar polynomial subclasses of constraints for which local 
consistency techniques alone compute global consistency have been studied in the 
past. Montanari [21] showed that path consistency is sufficient to guarantee a net- 
work is both minimal [25] and decomposable [8] ( i.e., solutions can be found without 
backtracking) if the relations are monotone. Arc-consistency [30, 191 was shown by 
Deville and Van Hentenryck [9] to be a sufficient test for the satisfiability of networks 
with only functional and monotone constraints. Van Beek [25] introduced the notion 
of row-convexity for networks of binary constraints and identified an efficient proce- 
dure for deciding whether any constraint network can be made row-convex. General- 
izing Montanari’s results, Van Beek showed that path consistency is sufficient to 
guarantee a network is both minimal and decomposable if the relations are row-con- 
vex. Extending Deville’s and Van Hentenryck’s results, Van Beek also showed that 
monotone and functional relations are in fact row-convex. 
The previous results are limited to constraints expressed over finite domains. 
Moreover, Deville and Van Hentenryck consider networks where at most one con- 
straint exists between any two variables. No such restrictions are imposed on the sub- 
classes of constraints we consider in this paper. Jeavons et al. [14] identify other 
restricted classes of constraints over finite domains which lead to tractable problems. 
One such class is based on binary relations which are associative, commutative, and 
idempotent (class of AC1 operations). It is interesting to note that the constraints 
systems with which we are interested are all characterized by AC1 operations. 
Note, however, that most of the above results address satisfiability, a decision 
problem, while in our work we tackle the problem of finding the optimal solution: the 
maximal separation between pairs of events under restricted classes of constraints. It 
is our belief that CRT (RIA) can be used as a stepping stone for efficient interface 
timing verification, based on the event separation problem. We will illustrate a simple 
approach with CLP (BNR). Algorithmic considerations put aside, CLP (BNR) offers 
two immediate advantages: the solving mechanism is event-driven and provides built- 
in backtracking - which is needed when solving .,v,Y-complete problems - and 
parsing of the problem specifications is not necessary. 
Our approach differs from that proposed by Amon and Borriello [3] in the use of a 
CLP language which in our case exploits relational interval arithmetic and is thus 
easier to analyze. Furthermore, the system of constraints we consider is complete in 
itself: there is no need to define additional constraints (i.e., rules) to reason about it. 
The constraints are easier to state and the reasoning is handled implicitly by the 
system. 
1.3. Organization of the paper 
In the Section 2, we define formally the interface timing verification problem as 
an event separation problem. In Section 3, we introduce the concepts of constraint 
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satisfaction problems and constraint logic programming. We show, in Section 4, how 
constraint logic programming based on relational interval arithmetic can be used to 
solve the event separation problem, and, in Section 5, we prove that CRT (RIA) pro- 
vides the exact solution to some specific event separation subproblems. A practical 
example based on CLP (BNR) is presented in Section 6 for the general interface tim- 
ing verification problem. Section 7 concludes the paper. 
2. Problem definition 
The problem of timing verification can be defined as one of finding the maximal 
achievable separation [20] 
dii = max(ti- ti) 
between pairs of events i andj, occurring at times ti and tj, respectively. The limits on 
the occurrence times of these events are specified by a system of linear constraints of 
the form 
tj - ti < sii 
and of nonlinear constraints of the form 
(1) 
tj = mini, pr&( j)Cti + “ij) (2) 
ti = maXi.preds(jj(ti+~ij) (3) 
where preds(j) is the set of events controlling the occurrence time ofj and 69 is the 
delay from event i to event j. A delay is defined in terms of a lower bound 1~ and an 
upper bound uq rather than by a single-point value: 
O<l,+j<U,. (4) 
Computing only maximal separations is sufficient since minimal separations can be 
deduced from them: 
min(tj - ti) = -IIlaX(ti - tj) = -&. 
The general event separation problem is concerned with systems in which all three 
types of constraints (l)-(3) are possible simultaneously. Efficient algorithms have 
been reported for the various restricted systems of constraints. For systems of linear 
constraints only, the shortest-path Floyd-Warshall [ 10, 311 algorithm (O(n4), where n 
is the number of events) can be used. Vanbekbergen et al. [26], and McMillan and 
Dill [20] proposed algorithms of complexity O(n3) for max-only (or min-only) sys- 
tems. Walkup and Borriello [29] and Yen et al. [32], presented algorithms conjectured 
to be of complexity 0(n6) and O(n3 log n), respectively, for systems combining either 
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max or min constraints with linear constraints. McMillan and Dill [20] showed that 
whenever max and min constraints, or max, min and linear constraints are inter- 
mixed, the event separation problem becomes NY-complete. A branch-and-bound 
method based on an algorithm for max-only and linear constraints is appropriate in 
such cases. 
We are interested in a new approach to the event separation problem, relying 
on CSPs and CLP. Both paradigms are introduced more formally in the next section. 
2.1. Constraint satisfaction problems and constraint logic programming 
“Formally, a CSP can be defined in the following way. Assume the existence of 
a finite set Z of variables {Xi, X2, . ., X,,}, which take respectively their values 
from their finite domains Dt, D2, . . . . D, and a set of constraints. A constraint c(Xil, 
xi2, . . . . x&) between k variables from Z is a subset of the Cartesian product Dil x Di2 
x ... x Dik, which specifies which values of the variables are compatible with each 
other. In practice this subset does not need to be given explicitly, but can be defined 
by equations, inequalities, or programs whatsoever. A solution to a CSP is an assign- 
ment of values to all variables, which satisfies all the constraints [28].” 
Furthermore, a CSP P = (Z, D, c) where Z is the set of variables {Xi, X2, . . ., Xn}, 
D is the set of associated omains {Dl, D2, . . . . D,} and C is the set of constraints is 
globally consistent [21, 19, 301 if and only if VXE Z, Va E Dx, X= a belongs to a solu- 
tion of P. Two CSPs, P and P’, are equivalent if and only if they have the same set of 
solutions. Solving a CSP P can be defined as the process of finding an equivalent CSP 
P’ which is globally consistent. However, the search for global consistency is an .AfY- 
hard problem. Criteria that are not as strict as global consistency are therefore aimed 
for, e.g., partial consistency, where some conditions are guaranteed over all the ele- 
ments of a domain or over the bounds of a domain [ 181. A constraint system is incon- 
sistent if it admits no solution. 
Various consistency techniques have been elaborated for solving CSPs: local 
propagation of known states, relaxation, propagating degrees of freedom, etc. 
These techniques rely on removing from a search tree combinations of values that 
cannot appear together in a solution; the validity of such values is determined 
dynamically by the constraints. The search is an iterative process: values implied by 
the constraints are propagated as much as possible after assumptions on the values 
of some variables have been made. These steps are performed until the system 
stabilizes. 
It is clear from the preceding that the event separation problem can be treated as a 
CSP. Furthermore, in timing verification, constraints between events are usually 
specified as min-max intervals of values, with one or more punctual exact solutions 
lying somewhere in between. Therefore, a model based on interval arithmetic seems 
natural, and such a system of constraints over intervals can be solved using CRT 
(RIA). 
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3. CRT (RIA) and the event separation problem 
3.1. Interval arithmetic [22, 23, 21 
An interval is a closed bounded set of numbers 
[a,b] = (x 1 abx<bl 
Capital letters are used to denote intervals. Endpoints of an interval X are denoted 
by X and x. Thus, X = [X, x] . The interval [x, x] is a degenerate interval which we 
do not distinguish from the number x. Two intervals are equal if their corresponding 
endpoints are equal. If the number x is in the interval X, we write x E X. The inter- 
section of two intervals is defined as 
-- 
Xn Y = [max(& _y), min(X, Y)]. 
Interval addition is defined as 
[&T]+[_y,T] = [X+_r,F+P]. 
The negative of an interval, from which the rules for interval subtraction can be 
deduced, is defined as 
-Jr = -[Z Xl = [-%_x] = 1-x ) x E X} 
The max of two intervals (the definition can be generalized for n intervals) is 
defined by 
-- 
max(X, Y) = [ max(& _Y), max(X, Y)]. 
3.2. Approximations and the false positive problem 
When using CRT (RIA), constraints are expressed over interval-valued variables 
[6]. Systems of constraints are solved, i.e., bounds that respect the constraints are 
computed for the domain of each variable using interval propagation. One or more 
variables are originally constrained by finite-bound domains (one variable, for 
instance, may serve as a reference point, and be set by the user to some fix-point 
value, e.g., to 0). All other interval-valued variables are initialized with the value 
[ - co, co]. An event-driven mechanism repeatedly selects primitive2 constraints and 
updates the value of variables in these constraints. Thus, finite values are propagated 
across the system and eventually replace infinite values. The stable state (or fixed 
point) reached by this process is well-defined (in terms of its construction from primi- 
tive constraint instances), is correct in the sense that any solutions contained in the 
2 Primitive-CLP(BNR) is based on instances of primitive relations 
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initial intervals will still be contained in their final values, and is independent of the 
various choices (and many other details) of the implementation [24]. 
Unfortunately, in general the stable states reached by this process may be larger 
than necessary. For example, consider the following constraint system (the example is 
from ) where X and Y are positive numbers: 
X+Y = 2, Y<X+l, Y2X. 
Solving these inequalities yields 0.5 d X6 1 and 1 d Y < 1.5 . Yet, relational inter- 
val arithmetic will compute X = [0,2] and Y = [0,2] . The interval propagation 
mechanism fails to detect that the wider bounds are not possible simultaneously. 
Interval propagation leads to a partial consistency identified as UYC B-consistency 
[18]. A CSP P = (I, D, C) is arc B-consistent if and only if 
(~‘XE Z, D, = [a, b,], Vc(X, X,, . . . . X,) E C) a constraint over X, 
3v,, . . . . vk E D, x ... x Dkjc(a, v,, . . . . vk) is satisfied, and 
3v,, . . . . vk E D, x ... x Dklc(b, v,, . . . . v,,J is satisfied. 
In other words, arc B-consistency implies that, given any particular constraint, it is 
possible to construct a vector of assignments, from the solution set of intervals, that 
satisfies at least that constraint. In the CLP(BNR) framework all instances of primi- 
tive relations are arc-B consistent. 
The combination of correctness (as defined above) and arc-B consistency uniquely 
determines the narrowing operator associated with any problem. Therefore when 
these two properties are jointly present all implementation considerations become 
irrelevant (other than as performance measures of course). 
In general, the values returned by CRT (RIA) are approximate. When the solution 
intervals are found, they can be an upper bound and in fact the system may still 
be inconsistent. This is known as the false positive problem. Only failure to return a 
satisfying solution set, i.e., one or more interval-valued variables are equal to the 
empty interval 8 can be accepted as a definite exact answer: the constraint system is 
inconsistent. 
4. The event separation problem in terms of CRT (RIA) 
We may now reformulate the event separation problem and its solution in terms of 
relational interval arithmetic and CRT (RIA). 
The problem we consider is one of finding the maximum timing separation dc 
between all pairs of events i and j. Occurrence times of events i and j are defined by 
both linear and nonlinear constraints (Section 2). Since the event occurrence times 
are constraints only relative to each other and no absolute time reference is given, it is 
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necessary to designate one event as the reference point for all other events, and set its 
occurrence time to the value 0. All other event occurrence times are originally consid- 
ered to lie in the interval [ - co, co]. It follows that the event occurrence time intervals 
computed by the CRT (RIA) are in fact the timing separations between the reference 
point event and the other events. If there are n events and event k is the reference 
point, we have Ti = [ - dki, dik], where Ti is a variable representing the domain of the 
occurrence time ti of event i, 1 < i,< n. By solving the constraint system for n different 
reference points, all timing separations can be found. 
Definition 1 (Projection ofa constraint). Consider a constraint system defined over y1 
events. Let Tt, T2, . . ., Tn be interval-valued variables representing the domains of ti, 
12, . . . . tn, respectively, where $ is the occurrence time of eventj, 1~ j<n. Let E = Tl x 
T2 x .*. x Tn. The projection over ti, 1 < i< n, of a constraint cftt , t2, . _ ., t,J restricted to 
domains TI, T2, . . . , Tn, is the interval Z?i(c(tl, t2, . . . . tn), E) = (ti E Ti 13 (tl, t2, . . ., ti- 1, 
ti+l, . . . . t,J E Tl x T2 x ..* X Ti-1 X Ti+l X *.* x T,, such that c(tl, t2, . . ., tn) is satisfied}. 
It follows that solving a system of constraints consists of narrowing the bounds of 
the domains q so that the following system of equations is satisfied 
Vj, 1G.i <n, Tj= 4 JZj (ci(tt,tz ,...,tn), E) 
where m is the number of constraints in the system. 
(5) 
5. Solving systems of linear and min or max constraints 
The question we wish to answer next is under what conditions, the bounds of the 
interval Tj are the exact maximal separations, as they would be computed by the 
algorithms in [20]. Namely, we shall examine the following subproblems: 
0 systems of linear constraints (of form (1)), 
0 systems of max-only (or min-only) constraints (of form (2) or (3)), 
l systems of linear constraints and max-only (or min-only) constraints (of form (1) 
and (2) or (1) and (3)). 
We will show in the following that for these specific problems (each in turn defined 
as a CSP P) CRT (RIA) can compute a CSP P’ that is 
(1) equivalent o the original CSP P, 
(2) globally consistent. 
In other words, CRT (RIA) will solve the problem exactly. 
Proposition (1) is trivially true: interval propagation does not modify the solution 
space but merely trims the domains of the problem variables. 
To prove global consistency, we compare the interval propagation algorithm to 
known exact algorithms for the three preceding subsets of constraint problems. These 
algorithms return exact solutions. 
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Definition 2 (Constraint graph). It is often useful to present a constraint system of the 
kind we consider as a constraint graph. The constraint graph is constructed by assign- 
ing a node to every event occurrence time and an edge to every constraint. If, 
for instance, the constraint is tj- tj<.sij, the direction of the edge is from ti to t, 
and the weight of that edge is sij; if the constraint is a max constraint 
tj = maxi~ preds( j) ( ti + fig) , then there is an edge directed from each ti to tj and the 
weight of this edge is the interval [lg, uljl. 
5.1. Systems f3f linear constraints 
The constraints are only of form (1) as defined in Section 2. We shall show that 
CRT (RIA) are equivalent to the simplest all-pairs shortest distance O(n4) algorithm 
over constraint graphs (where distances are actually time separations). 
5.1. I. All-pairs shortest distance algorithm 
Let ti and ti be two event times such that 
ti - ti < sii. ti - ti d Sji, 
A system of such constraints defined over n events can be expressed as a matrix 
M= 
f 
ml1 m12 m,3 . . . mlk . . . ml, 
m21 m22 m23 . . . mzk . . . m2n 
m31 m32 m33 . . m3k . . . m3n 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
mkl 
. 
mk2 
. . . 
mk3 
. . . 
. . 
. 
mkk 
. . 
. . . 
. 
mkn 
. . 
\ mnl mn2 mn3 . . . mnk . . . mnn 
where mji is the element of this matrix that expresses the time separation from event j 
to event i. Initially, mji = sji, as given by the original constraint, and mjj = 0, 1 < i, 
j <n. 
The all-pairs shortest distance algorithm (APSD) operates on this matrix M and 
generates a new matrix M’ in which rn$ is the shortest distance from event j to event i, 
i.e., the largest separation from j to i satisfying all the constraints. These values are 
computed by considering all possible paths between two events and discarding all but 
the shortest. 
Symbolically, M’ can be expressed as follows:3 
3 min .x,,x2, , , ,,+, (Z), where Z is a symbolic expression involving variables XI, x2, .., xn, is the minimum 
value taken by Z for all possible values of XI, x2, ., xn. 
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mj = miIl(Sji, 
minx,,(sjx,, + %,,i) ) 
min xz,,x,2(sjx2, . + sx2,x22 + ‘xz2i) 1 
min x3,, xz3, x33(Sjx31 + sx31x32 + Sx32~33 + ‘x3$) 2 
. ..) 
min 
x~n-l)l,I~n-1)2,..-‘X~n-I)(n-1)(’j~(~-1)1 +Sx(n-ln~+1)2 +“* 
+S 
X(n- I)(n-z)x(n- I)(n- I) 
+S 
*WW,i)). 
(6) 
The first line represents paths involving two events (direct paths), the second line, 
paths involving three events (indirect paths through one event), the third line, paths 
involving four events (indirect paths through two events), etc. 
5.1.2. Linear constraint systems in CRT (RZA) 
Consider the event occurrence times ti and tj of two events i and j bound by the 
constraints: 
ti - tj d sji ) (7) 
tj- tidsij. (8) 
These constraints (7) and (8) can be expressed as a single interval constraint c*(ti , tj): 
tj - tjE [-Sij,Sji], 
which in CRT (RIA) would be expressed as 
ti - tj = [ -Sij, Sji]. 
Assuming that Ti and Tj are the domains oft; and tj, the projection of this constraint 
over ti and tj yields 
ZZi(c*(ti, tj), Ti x Tj) = Tj + [-sv, sji] n Ti = &Ti, Tj), 
ZZj(c*(ti, tj), Tix Tj) = Ti+ [-sji,sJn Tj = &Tj, TJ. 
db(T,, Tj) is read as the projection over ti of the constraint defined 
restricted to domains Ti and Tj. 
by events i and j, 
In general, if there are n events, solving a system of constraints with CRT (RIA) 
consists of finding a solution to the system of equations that the intersection of the 
projections define (as seen in (5)): 
(Vi, I <i<n Ti=dii(Ti, T,)nAhi(Ti, T,)n . . . nAki(Ti, T,)) (9) 
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where d$ ( ri, Tj) = [ ~j - sij, T’ + sji] n Ti and Aii (Ti , TJ = Ti (since Sit = 0). The 
result of the function A;( T, , Tj ) represents the widest possible interval for Ti with 
respect o Tj. 
As explained in Section 4, an event k is designated to serve as a reference point. 
The domain of its occurrence time is restricted to the interval Tk = [0, 01. For all other 
events i # k, the initial domain is Ti = [ - co, co]. 
5.1.3. All-pair shortest distance algorithm versus CRT (RIA) 
Consider CRT (RIA) that use fixed-point iterations performed over interval- 
valued variable. Since the right-hand sides of Eq. (9) represent monotonic non- 
increasing functions over intervals, these iterations can be done in any order. CRT 
(RIA) as CLP (BNR) are event-driven mechanisms but for our purposes, we use the 
simplest Jacobi iteration 
T?+ ‘1 = F( T.@)) = A;i(Ti(M), Tf”)) n A&(Tj”), Tim)) n . . . n Ai,(T,(“), TAm)) I I 
with initial values Tie) = [0, 0] and T{O)= [ - co, co], Vi f k, and where Ticm + l) is 
the value computed for 7’i after (m + 1) iterations. 
The propagation of the upper bounds of the intervals throughout the iterations is 
similar to the propagation of the lower bounds (in the first case, intersections are 
computed using the min operation, in the second, they are computed using the max 
operation). We only consider the former, in order to establish a parallel with the 
APSD algorithm. 
After the first iteration, we have 
T!‘) = Ski. 
I 
The second iteration yields 
Ti(*) = min(Tj’) fin (s 
’ XII kxll + s,,,i)). 
Similarly, the third one gives 
Fi(3’ = mid ~j2)minx2,, x2 (sk, 
21 
+ s,2,x22 + sx22i)) 
etc., until the (n - 1)th iteration that finally gives 
j+(“-‘) = min (T(“-2), min 
I I X(4-I)l’X(,-l)2,...,X(,-I)(n-,)(skx(,-,), +s~(,_l)ly-,)2+ 
. . +s 
X(n-l)(n-2)X(n-l)(n-I) 
+S 
X(n-I)(n-If’ (10) 
By substituting k for j in (lo), we can observe that expressions (6) and (10) are 
equivalent. That is, for one reference point k, CRT (RIA) returns the same values as 
computed in the kth row and kth column of the matrix M’ of the APSD algorithm. 
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By repeatedly solving the constraint equation system for k = 1, . . ., n, CRT (RIA) will 
find all the values computed by the APSD algorithm. 
When the system of equations is consistent, at most, (n - 1) iterations are needed by 
either APSD or CRT (RIA). However, the implementation of CRT (REA) is usually 
event-driven, hence the practical complexity is usually much lower on large problems. 
If the system is inconsistent, the APSD algorithm can detect it by computing a neg- 
ative value in a diagonal entry of the matrix (i.e., there is a cycle with negative weight 
in the constraint graph). CRT (RIA) will detect inconsistency whenever 3, 
1 d i < n, _Ti > Ti. Since the APSD algorithm considers all possible paths (when 
(n - 1) iterations have been performed), and CRT (RIA) perform the same computa- 
tion, all paths of (n - 1) nodes from event i to event j are checked. Hence, any nega- 
tive cycle in the constraint graph will be detected. 
Proaf Let k be the event that serves as a reference point and consider the shortest 
path from k to k. Assuming inconsistency, the weight I of this path is negative: 1~ 0. 
After at most (n- 1) iterations, this path has necessarily been followed. Initially, 
?‘k = ?;k = 0. Interval narrowing implies ri 3 0 and ?‘k/ G 0. Following the nega- 
tive cycle yields ]ri I+ /?‘i 1 = j I[ , i.e., either EL = -I and ?‘k = 0, or ri = 0 and 
r{ = E, or r; = x1 and Fi = x2 where xt 20, x2 < 0, XI f XZ, and 1 x1 1 + 1 x21 = 
1 II . Clearly, T{ = 0, since xi > Fi . 
Note. The APSD algorithm and CRT (RIA) are both monotone and idempotent. 
When the system is consistent, halting conditions are similar for both algorithms: given 
n events, the APSD algorithm can go through its maximum of (n - 1) iterations system- 
atically or stop its execution when the system stabilizes (stability is guaranteed after at 
most (n - 1) iterations); similarly CRT (RIA) will terminate when stability is detected. 
In either case, additional iterations can be performed without affecting the solution. 
5.2. Systems of max-only (or m&z-only) constraints 
For systems of nonlinear constraints (either max-only or min-only), we show that 
CRT (RIA) are equivalent o the 0(n3) algorithm (MDl) reported by McMillan and 
Dill [ZO] for computing the maximum separation between events under the max-only 
constraints. The corresponding constraint graph is a directed acyclic graph. 
5.2.1. MD1 Algorithm for Max-only Constraint Systems 
The algorithm proposed by McMillan and Dill computes the maximum achievable 
separations between a reference vent k and all other events in the constraint system. 
(We based the following on the revised presentation from [l].) The algorithm consists 
of two simple steps. First, in, the shortest distance to event k are computed for all 
eventsj: 
m(j) = mini, succs(j)(m(i) - lji> (11) 
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where m(k) = 0, and succs( j) is a function which computes the set of all events whose 
occurrence times are determined by eventj. All m(j) are computed in a simple reverse 
traversal of the constraint graph (Definition 2) associated with the constraint system. 
The value $i is the lower bound of the constraint between eventsj and i. If there is no 
path from an event j to the event k, then m(j) = co. Maximal separation from an 
event k to eventj, U(j), is then computed by 
u(j) = min(mCi), maxi. pr&(j)CUCi) + Uij)) (12) 
where uu is the upper bound of the constraint from event i to eventj (Section 2). The 
MD1 algorithm assumes that the constraint graph associated with the constraint sys- 
tem has a unique root (i.e., an event whose occurrence time precedes all others). Such 
an event can always be introduced with constraints [0, co] to all events having no 
other predecessor events. Evaluation of all U(j) is initiated by setting U(root) = 
m(root). 
By repeating these computations for all possible reference events k, separations 
between all pairs of events can be obtained. 
5.2.2. Max-only constraint systems in CRT (RIA) 
Consider the max constraint 
'j = maXi E p-e&( j)Cti + 6,) 
where 1~ < 6~ 6 uq. Let Ti and T/ be the domains of ti and tj. The projections of this 
constraint are 
nj(m(ti, t2, ...y t,), E) = max,, preh(j)(Ti + l/q, ugl) n T’ 
= wj(Tj, Ti, YiE preds(j)) (13) 
V’i E preds(j) (L’,(m(t,, t,, . . . . t,), E) = (TJ + [-co, -lij]) n Ti = oj(T,, Tj)) 
(14) 
where m( tl, tz, . . . , t,,) is the max constraint and E = Tl x T2 x . . . x Tn. The expression 
w$ T, , Tj) is to be interpreted as the projection over ti of the max constraint defined 
on eventj, restricted to domains Ti and Tj. The projection (14) is computed from the 
partial inverse of the max constraint, for each one of the predecessor events. 
In general, if there are n events, the intersection of the projections define the fol- 
lowing system of equations: 
Vj, 1 djdn Tj = o{(r,, T,, Vie preds( j)) n W’p(TjT Tp) (15) 
p E succs( j) 
5.2.3. Comparing MD1 and CRT (RIA) 
Again we assume that the system defined by (15) is solved using Jacobi iteration: 
Tj = maXi E predc (j)(Ti + 8~) n 
PE succs( j) 
(Tp+[-a,-Ijpl) fITj> 
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(164 
(16b) 
where n is the number of events, 1 d i, j, k, p <n, 6~ = [lg, q], succs(j) is a function 
which computes the set of all events whose occurrence times are directly determined 
by eventj, and, initially, Tk = [O,O] and Vj f k, Tj = [- CO, CO]. The outside min and 
max in expressions (16a) and (16b), respectively, reflect the fact that interval propa- 
gation cannot increase the solution space: interval values computed by previous itera- 
tions are preserved or narrowed. 
Once the interval propagation is completed, the maximum separation from event k 
to an event j, dkj, is given by Tj . (The reverse is not always true, i.e., the maximum 
separation from an event j to event k, djk, is not necessarily given by -_Ti : there is a 
loss of information due to the partial inverses of max functions. However, this value 
is obtained when event j becomes the reference point k.) 
The computations carried out by expressions (11) and (12) produce the same 
results as the computations carried out by (16a), as stated in the following theorem. 
Theorem. For all j# k, U(j) = ?“, assuming the same 
m(k) = T(k) = 0. 
reference event k, i.e., 
Proof. The projections (13) and (14), and the intersection operation are idempotent 
and monotone: constraints can be evaluated (and thus intervals propagated) in any 
order and any number of times without affecting the final result. We therefore assume 
that the order in which the constraints will be evaluated when using CRT (RIA) fol- 
lows the order dictated by the MD1 algorithm. 
Consider Fig. 1 which depicts a generic constraint graph. There are three types of 
events: a single root event which has no predecessor, a number of internal events, and 
one or more terminal events that have no successors. Let us assume that the reference 
event k is an internal node (the other two cases are covered implicitly). 
5.2.4. Computing m(j) 
The first step in the MD1 algorithm consists of computing all m(j) (11). Starting with 
the terminal events, a reverse traversal of the constraint graph is done. The terminal 
[76 . ..x... -hgJ 
root event internal terminal 
event event 
Fig. 1. Timing constraints for 802612716 read cycle. 
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events have no successor: obviously, no path will link them to the reference event k. 
Hence, according to (1 l), m(j) = 00 for any event j that is a t~~inal event. In fact, 
for any eventj whose topological rank is higher than the reference vent k, m(j) = cc. 
Under CRT (RIA), computing m(j) is equivalent o repeatedly computing for all 
events the projection (14) until the system stabilizes. Conceptually, values are propa- 
gated backwards from terminal events to the root event using the partial inverse of 
the max constraints. We call this ~uck~~r~prop~g~~i~~. Computing values according 
to the projection (13) is calledforwardpropagation. 
Initially, Tj = [-co, co], Vj # k Back-propagating the upper bounds of these val- 
ues through the constraint system will not produce any change until event k is 
reached. 
Define rank(j) as a function that returns the topological rank of an event j; 
rink = 0, where r is the root event. We show by induction that, for allj, m(j) = Tj 
once the backward propagation is done. 
Assume that, for allj such that rank(j)> n, m(j) = min. IE succs(j)(m(i)--bi) = Tj. It 
then follows that, for all j such that rank(J = n - 1, m(j) = mini, succs~~)(m(i)- 4;) = 
q. 
Consider all eventsj such that r~nk(~~ > rank(k). As seen above, m(j) = ?” = co. 
By definition, m(k) = Fi = 0. Backward propagation to all events j such that 
rank(j) = rank(k) - 1 yields 
m(j) = oc if there is no path from j to k 
m(j) = m(k) - Ejk = - /jk otherwise (from (11)) 
T; = cc if there is no path fromj to k 
T; = ?;k - [ik = -‘jk otherwise (from (16a) 
The basis of the induction is thus satisfied. 
Consider now all events j such that rank(j) = n - 1. Backward propagation from all 
events i such that rank(i) 2 n yields 
m(j) = mini, succs(j)(m( i) - Iji) otherwise (from (11)) 
Fj’ = mini E SuccS(& Ti - rji) otherwise (from (16a)) 
The original assumption implied that m(i) = Ti, hence m( i)-lji = Ti - rji and 
m(j) = i+/ . 
5.2.5. Computing U(j) 
Based on the previous results, we show by induction that U(j) = T’ after forward 
propagation is done and assuming a prior backward propagation. 
Assume that for allj such that rank(j) G n, U(j) = T’ . It then follows that for allj 
such that rank(j) = n + 1, U(j) = Ti. 
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Consider all events j such that rank(j) < 1. Initially, Tj = m(j) for all j and 
U(r) = m(r) = ?‘, (these values were computed above using backward propagation). 
By propagating these values forward one rank (~~~~(~) = l), the following values are 
computed: 
U(j) = min(m(j), U(r) + 26.)) (from (12)) 
Fj = minf T, + Z&j, min p E succs( j)( Tp -&I), Tj ) (from (164). 
A prior backward propagation implies T’ = minp, succ,f(j)(Tp -r,>. Hence, T’ = 
min( ?‘, + urj, 7;) = U(j). The basis of the induction is thus satisfied. 
Consider now all eventsj such that rank(j) = n + 1. Forward propagation from all 
events i such that rank(i) 2 n yields 
U(j) = min(~(~), maxi E pred~f( U(i) + uij>) (from (12)), 
TFi = min(maxi E pr&( j)( Ti + uij), min p E succs( j)( Tp - li,>, Tj > (from (164). 
The original assumption implies U(i) = Ti, hence rnax~~~~~~(~)(U(~ + u& = 
rn~~~~~~d~~)( Ti + ug). From the preceding analysis on backward propagation, 
m(j) = T’, since all events j such that rank(j) > n have not yet been reached by 
forward propagation. Similarly, for all PE succs(j), rank(j) = n + 1 implies 
rank@) = n + 2, Tp = m(p) and m(j) = min PE swcs(j)(m(p) - ljp). Hence F’ = U(j). 
Since CRT (RIA) do not change the solution space of a constraint system (idempo- 
tence), any other constraint evaluation, e.g., propagation of the lower bounds, can be 
ignored as done above. 
For min-only or max-only constraint systems, an upper bound on the complexity 
of the solving process under CLP (BNR) in particular and CRT (RIA) in general is 
O(n4) (by analogy with the algorithm for the linear case). However, experience sug- 
gests that the practical complexity will be lower due to the event-driven mechanism. 
For instance, the algorithm (MDI) proposed by McMillan and Dill [20] has a com- 
plexity of O(n3). The propagation of interval-values based on the intersection opera- 
tion is a commutative process. Any order of evaluation is valid. Clearly, if the 
constraints are evaluated by CLP (BNR) in the order imposed by MD1 then the sys- 
tem is solved in time O(n3) at most. 
5.3. Systems of linear constraints and max-only (or min-only) constraints 
For systems of linear and max-only constraints, we show that CRT (RIA) are 
equivalent o the algorithm (MD2) of McMillan and Dill [20]. 
5.3. I. ML)2 algorithm for systems of linear and nonlinear (max-only) constraints 
McMillan and Dill [20] define a system of non-linear (max-only) and linear con- 
straint as tight if the following inequalities hold: 
l.foralli,j,p,d~<d~+d~~, 
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2. For all i, j E preds(j), &i < - 1~ ,
3. For all i, j, dij 6 max, E preds(j) (de + r+j). 
They show that if the constraint system is tight, then all of the maximum separa- 
tions dq are achievable. The algorithm for computing these separations is therefore 
one that tightens a system of constraints: 
Step I: for all i, j, let dd = min (sq, - Iji) 
repeat 
Step 2: for all i,j, p, let dd = min (dd, di, + dpj) 
Step 3: for all i, j, let di = min (dg, max, E pred,y(j, (dip + up,)) 
until 
Condition 1: for some i, dii < 0, or 
Condition 2: no change. 
The min operator is monotone and idempotent. If we assume that initially all dij = a, 
the MD2 algorithm can be rewritten as 
repeat 
for all 6 j, p. let dg = min (do, dip + dpj, maxq E preds(,) (di, + uqj), si, - bi) 
until 
Condition 1: for some i, d,i < 0, or 
Condition 2: no change. 
5.3.2. Linear and nonlinear max-only constraint systems in CRT (RIA) 
From the previous two subproblems, more specifically from (9) and (15) we can 
write down the system of equations for the more general case where both linear and 
max constraints are allowed: 
vi 1 djdn Tj = w:<Tj, Ti viEp,.eds(j)) ~7 $(Tj, Tp) n d&CT,, Tq) (17) 
p E succs (j ) 4 
where q is any event bound by a linear constraint o j (i.e., -Sjq < tj - tq <Sqi). 
5.3.3. Comparing MD2 and CRT (RIA) 
Assuming Jacobi iteration, an iteration over a system of non-linear constraints is 
based on the following equation (from (17)): 
7;’ = maxi.,,,(j)(Ti+ “q) n 
p E .succs (j) 
Tp + [--CO, -‘/PI n Tq + [-sjq 3 Sqjl f’ Tj) 
Y 
i.e., 
5’ = min(maxi. p~~~~(j)(TI + ug), m$,. succs(ji(Fp - li,), Vq, T4 + syj, Tj) (18a) 
_Ti’ = max(maxi. pr&(j)(-Ti+ lij>, -00, vq, -_Ty-SjqT _Ti) (18b) 
where n is the number of events, 1 < i, j, k, p, q <n, and, initially, Tk = [O,O], 
q= [-co, co], Vj# k. 
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Again, once the interval propagation is completed, the maximum separation from 
Went k to an event j, dkj, is given by Tj , i.e., tj - tk < Tj . 
Assuming that the constraint graph is complete, the final values for dg and Tj for 
all events j are 
do = min(dil + dlj, dl2 + d2j, . . . , din + dnj, 
max(dil + Ulj, di2 + u2j, . . . . din + unj), 
sij, 
--Iji) 
which we rewrite for the sake of brevity as 
dy = min (max({dQ + Upj, p = 1, . . ., n}), {dip + dpj, p = 1, . . . , n}, sv, - bi) 
and, using the same notation, 
(19) 
Tj=min(max((Tp+Upj,p=l ,..., n}),{Tp +min(-ljp,Spj),p=l ,..., n}) (20) 
Note that any type of graph can be made complete by the addition of unbounded 
constraints. In the present case, linear constraints with sq = co, and max constraints 
with 1~ = uu = - cc, are inserted. 
The expressions (19) and (20) only become true when MD2 and CRT (RIA) end 
(in fact, they actually define termination conditions). They are equivalent if the index 
i in (19) is replaced by k, the reference vent for CRT (RIA). A term by term compar- 
ison follows. 
,,‘:a t”,‘,“d 
-lji) seems to be missing in (20). It is implicitly included: $’ = co, 
, = 0 implies Tj” = min( - Ejk, Ski> (from (18a)), and 3”’ < ?j”, 
ma 1. 
The terms max({di, + Upj, p = 1, . . . , n}) (19) and max( { TP + r+j, p = 1, . . ., n}) 
(20) are clearly identical. 
However, the terms { TP + min(-li,, spj), p = 1, . . . . n} (20) and {(dip + dpj), p = 1, 
. ..) n} (19) appear to be different: dpj has no equivalent in CRT (RIA) when k is the 
reference vent; this value will only be computed whenp becomes the reference vent. 
The following shows that the two terms actually carry the same information. Assume 
that these terms determine du and Tj for a specific event j: 
dy < min(max( {dip + upj, p = 1, . . . , n}), sg, - bi) (21) 
Tj < max({ Tp + Upj, 1, . . ., ?Z}). (22) 
Therefore, 
3fJ (dg = dip + dpj), (23) 
3r (Tj = T, + min( - br, Sri)). (24) 
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Then 3q, such that 
(i) dip + dpj = dip + dpq + Uqp, or 
(ii) dip + dpj = dip + dpq + min( - Ijq, sqi). 
Since dip + dpq 3 diq, then dip + dpq + ud > diq + z+ The original assumption (21) 
allows us to rule out (i) as a possible construction for dip + dpj. 
NOW, db + dpq > diq or dip + dpq = diq. 
If dip + dpq > diq then dip + dpq + min( - ljq, sg) > diq + min( - bqr sqi). Since du is mini- 
mal, assumptions (21) and (23) allow us to disregard this as a relevant construction 
(da < min( - bq, $4)). Thus, we finally end with dip + dpq = diq as the only possibility. 
Inserting this result in the original definition (23) we conclude dg = diq + min( - Zjq, 
sqi). Substituting r for q in the previous expression completes the proof: expressions 
(23) and (24) are equivalent. 
We note that q and Y might refer to distinct events; however, the separations from 
event q and event r, respectively, to eventj will be equal. Therefore, the events can be 
exchanged. If it were not the case, the exchange would imply that either relation (19) 
or (20) is false and that stabilizing values have not been computed yet. This would 
violate the original assumption of stability. 
For systems of linear constraints and min-only or max-only constraints, the com- 
plexity of the solving process under CLP (BNR) in particular and CRT (RIA) in gen- 
eral is analogous to the complexity of the MD2 algorithm. The indication of 
comparative performance follows from the above comparison of actual computa- 
tions. McMillan and Dill [20] reported that MD2 is a pseudo-polynomial algorithm: 
practical problems can be solved in polynomial time but pathological cases exist 
where the algorithm completes in exponential time. CLP (BNR) exhibits a similar 
behavior for the pathological cases.4 Polynomial-time algorithms have been reported 
by other researchers [29, 321. Nevertheless, CLP (BNR) remains a useful tool for 
these problems: it was observed that adding or removing redundant constraints in the 
pathological cases prevents exponential run times. Of course, determining which con- 
straint to add or to remove, and when to do so is a problem in itself. 
6. Using CRT (RIA) to solve the general event separation problem 
In general, the interface timing verification problem is concerned with systems of 
constraints where linear, min and max constraints are simultaneously allowed. As 
mentioned before, this problem is _,I@‘-complete: an algorithm that runs in polyno- 
mial time cannot be expected to solve it. Branch and bound methods are employed 
for the analysis of such systems. 
We adopt an even simpler approach: an exhaustive case analysis based on either 
the min constraints or the max constraints - the less numerous ones are chosen - is 
4 It should be noted that interface timing specifications have rarely more than 50 events and at most 100 
constraints. The execution times were never a problem in practice. 
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performed. The interface timing verification problem is thus reduced to computing 
separations in systems of linear and max-only constraints problem which is exact 
(Section 5). We illustrate this with an example in the following section. 
6.1. Example: verifying the compatibility of the 8086 CPU and 
the Intel 2716 EPROM interfaces 
The example is taken from [20]. Fig. 2 shows the constraint graph of the specificat- 
ion for the read cycle of an Intel 8086 CPU connected via an address decode and an 
address latch to an Intel 2716 EPROM. 
Details of the specification can be found in [20, 1 I]. Boxes and circles in Fig. 1 rep- 
resent max and min constraints, respectively. A solid line with label [Zq, uijl between 
two events i and j portrays a delay constraint 6~ where I$ < 6~ < r.q. A dotted line 
with label [ -.SJ, sq] between two events i and j depicts the linear constraints G- t; < sq 
and ti - tj Q sji. 
We wish to compute maximum separations between all pairs of events using CRT 
(RIA), in particular, the implementation of this method in the CLP (BNR) Prolog 
[24]. The max constraints outnumber the min constraints in the specification. Hence, 
the decomposition will be based on the latter. In fact there is only a single min event: 
hence two cases must be analyzed: 
. tA2 + 6A2d2 < tR2 + dR2d2, 
l tR2 + 8R2d2 d tA2 + 6A2d2, 
where 0 < dA2& < a and 0 < hR2d2 Q cc. 
) min/max constraint 
_) linear constraint 
Fig. 2. Timing constraints for 8026/2716 read cycle. 
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Fig. 3. tA2 + 6 AZdZ < tR2 +- 6RZd2. Fig. 4. tRi! + 6~~2 <fa2 + 6,42&. 
The graphs in Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate the two cases. A virtual event n which repre- 
sents the occurrence times ofeither t~2 + 6x& or tA2 + a.~& (i.e., the value rejected for 
the purpose of the min analysis) is conceptually introduced. 
61.1. Translation of hear constraints into CLP ~3~~~ prolog syntax 
Consider events al and a2 separated by the constraints tat - taz < 0 and 
ra2- far d co. Using intervals, those constraints can be written as ta2 = tal f [0, 001, an 
expression which has a direct equivalent in CLP (BNR) Prolog: 
Tal : realI__, _.), 
Ta2 : real{_, _.I, 
Tal_Ta2 : real (0, _) , 
{ Ta2 == Tal + Tal_Ta2 }. 
where Tal and Ta2 are interval-valued variables representing the occurrence times of 
events al and a2, and Tal_Ta2 is a constant constrained by the interval [ -sailal, sala 
(i.e. [0, 001). In CLP (BNR) P ro 1 og, “_” is used to express foe; curly brackets (( )) are 
required by the language to explicitly identify constraints. 
61.2. Translation of max constraints 
Consider events Al, Rl and dl linked by the constraint t,s = max(tdt + (SAldI, tm + 
bRI&) where 0 < &Atdl < 450 and 0 < bRldl d 120. In CLP (BNR) Prolog, this 
becomes: 
TA1 : real(_, __I, 
TA2 : real(_, _), 
TAl_Tdl : real(0, 4501, 
TRl_Tdl : realf0, 12'01, 
{ Tdl == max(TAl + TAl_Tdl, TRl + TRl_Tdl) }. 
Note that the above constraint implies that both the lower bound and the upper 
bound of the interval associated with Tdl are computed. However, only the compu- 
tation of the upper bound is precise as expressed previously in (13) and (14). 
6.1.3. Translation of min constraints 
One advantage offered by the use of CLP (BNR) Prolog is the straightforward 
manner in which timing specifications can be translated into a Prolog program. The 
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listing in Appendix attests it. We use Prolog to decompose min or max constraints 
into two subcases. For instance, consider the events A2, R2 and d2 and the constraint 
fdl = min(tA2 + bA2d2, tR2 + 6R2&) where Od6~zcn d 00 and 0 G r)R2d! < co. In CLP 
(BNR) Prolog, this can be expressed as 
TA2 : real(_, -1, 
TR2 : real L, _I, 
TAZ_Td2 : real(0, _I, 
TRZ_TdZ : real(0, _), 
min(Td2, TA2 + TA2_Td2, TR2 + TR2_Td2, Casel, Case2), 
In order to reduce min constraints to linear constraints, the min operator is 
replaced by a min procedure defined as follows: 
min(X, Y, 2, Bl, B2) :- 
I Bl , B2 ] : boolean, 
{ Bl == (Y =< Z) 1, /* Case 1 *I 
{ B2 == (Z =< Y) >, /* Case 2 */ 
{ Bl + B2 == 1 }, /* B1 /= B2 */ 
{ X == Bl * Y + B2 * Z 1, 
{ x == Y; z }. /* redundant constraint */’ 
Two new variables, Bi (or Camel) and B2 (or Cuse2), are introduced. They are 
assigned boolean values and insure that only one case at a time is possible when the 
constraint system is evaluated. This is enforced in practice by adding the statement 
enumerate([Casel,Case2lj. 
at the end of the program. Calling the procedure en~er~~~ enforces the explicit 
analysis of all punctual values for Case1 and CaseZ. 
The min procedure could be defined very simply as 
min(X, Y, Z) :- {X==Y}, {Y=<Z 1. 
min(X, Y, Z) :- {X== z }, { Y>= z 1. 
Here the choice is achieved using the backtracking mechanism of Prolog and a 
non-deterministic specification (overloading the min procedure). 
Each version of the min procedure yields the same result and may be extended to 
redefine min operators with more than two parameters. However, the former tech- 
s The “;'I operator is defined in CLP (BNR) Prolog as a disjunction. The domain of X will therefore be 
either the domain of Y or the domain of Z. This type of redundant constraint forces CLP (BNR) to trim 
intervals. Consider, for instance, Y = [l, 21 and 2 = [2, 31. By definition, Bl = [O, l] and 82 = [0, I]. Hence 
X = BI * Y + B2 * Z = [0,2] + [0,3] = [0, 51. Applying the “;” constraint produces X = [ 1,3]. 
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Table 1 
Maximum separations computed by CLP (BNR) 
.i 
Al 
a2 
RI 
dl 
dl 
c3 
i 
A2 
dl 
R2 
c3 
d2 
d2 
[- d,l, 41 
[92,286] 
[O, 3581 
[303,578] 
[40,398] 
LO, =I 
[-39&m] 
nique is more efficient. CLP (BNR) treats boolean variables as intervals of integers 
ranging from 0 to 1. The variables, Bl and B2, remain unbounded until they are enu- 
merated (see above) or reduced to punctual values by other constraint evaluation. 
Since the enumeration takes place only (if ever) after the network of constraints has 
been loaded and evaluated, its scope is limited: enumerating one domain may render 
the enumeration of other domains unnecessary. 
61.4. Putting it all together 
The program that results from the set of constraints given by the original 
specification is submitted to the CLP (BNR) Prolog system as a question, i.e., does 
such a set of constraints admit a solution? One event must always be initialized to 
serve as a reference point in time (for example, Tal : real ( 0, 0 ) ; a sample session 
with the CLP (BNR) interpreter is reproduced in the appendix.) If the system of con- 
straints admits one or more solutions, the Prolog interpreter will return the maximum 
separation for every event to the reference point. By submitting repeatedly the pro- 
grams with different reference points, maximum separations between all pairs are 
computed. Since two cases are being analyzed, there will be two possibly different sets 
of results. These sets are combined by selecting the maximum values for all corre- 
sponding pairs of results. 
Table 1 shows the separations computed by CLP (BNR). The results obtained are 
the same as in [ 11. 
7. Conclusion and future work 
Eliminating uncertainty in CRT (RIA) is only the first step. The brute CRT (RIA) 
are equivalent to the approaches given in and thus can serve as a basic interface 
verification tool. However, they also show some undesirable features: systems com- 
bining max-only and linear constraints can be solved but at the expense of pseudo- 
polynomial run-times. Pathological cases are described in [20]. 
CRT (RIA) are efficient tools for solving subsets of the general event separation 
problem. It is in this perspective that we consider CRT (RIA) a stepping stone for 
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interface timing verification. We believe that interval narrowing can be a powerful 
addition to, or even the basis of, a more general tool for interface timing verification. 
In particular, CRT (RIA) allow such extensions as delay correlation to be consid- 
ered, an issue ignored by most other verification techniques. 
Vandecasteele and De Schreye have shown in [27] how improvements can be made 
to basic CLP. They propose techniques for reducing the amount of checking done in 
the underlying search tree (specific pruning strategies are associated with each con- 
straint and restrictions made on the range of the domain checking). Further inquiries 
in this direction seem worthwhile. Similarly, a more efficient algorithm than the one 
found in [20] is proposed in [32]. The CLP (BNR) resolution mechanism which served 
as a basis for our research, cannot be changed directly but perhaps additional redun- 
dant constraints, derived from the algorithm, can be found to improve the conver- 
gence of the fix-point calculation. 
Appendix 
The basic CLP (BNR) Prolog code for the example presented in Section 6 follows. 
Note that the program itself (the procedure t) is a straightforward description of the 
timing specification. In practice, extensions are made to the program to increase user- 
friendliness. For the sake of clarity, these have been omitted below. 
/* Definition of a special min function */ 
min(X, Y, Z, Bl, B2) :- 
[ B1, B2 1: boolean, 
{ Bl == (Y =< Z) 1, 
{ B2 == (Z =< Y) 1, 
( Bl + B2 == 1 1, 
{ X == Bl * Y + B2 * Z 1, 
( x == Y; z 1. /* redundant constraint */ 
/* Timing constraint system */ 
t(Tc1, Tc2, Tc3, Tal, Ta2, Trl, Tr2, TAl, TA2. TRl, TR2, Tdl, Td2) :- 
/* Events */ 
[Tel, Tc2, Tc3, Tal, Ta2, Trl, Tr2, TAl, TA2, TRl, TR2, Tdl, Td21 : 
integer(_,_), 
/* Delays */ 
Tcl_Tc2 : integer(204, 204), 
Tc2_Tc3 : integer(408, 408), 
Tcl_Tal : integer(lO, 110), 
Tc2_Ta2 : integer(lO, 80), 
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Tc2_Trl integer(l0, 165), 
Tc3_Tr2 integer(l0, 150), 
Tal_Ta2 integer(0, -1, 
TaZ_Trl integerto, _), 
Trl_Tr2 integer(333, _ 
Tal_TAl integer(0, 12) 
Ta2_TA2 integerto, 12) 
Trl_TRl integer(0, 30) 
Tr2_TR2 integer(0, 30) 
TAl_Tdl integerto, 450 
TA2_Td2 : integer(0, _I, 
TRl_Tdl : integerto, 120), 
TR2_Td2 : integerto, _I, 
Tvi : integer(_,_), 
TA2_Tvi : integertO,_), 
TR2_Tvi : integer(O,_), 
Td2_Tvi : integer(O,_), 
Tdl_Td2 : integer(O,_), 
/* Constraints */ 
{ Tc2 == Tel + Tcl_TcZ I, 
{ Tc3 == Tc2 + Tc2_Tc3 1, 
( Tal == Tel + Tcl_Tal 1, 
{ Ta2 == Tal + Tal_Ta2 1, 
( Ta2 == Tc2 + Tc2_Ta2 I, 
( Trl == Ta2 + TaZ_Trl I, 
( Trl == Tc2 + TcZ_Trl 1, 
( Tr2 == Trl + Trl_Tr2 1, 
( Tr2 == Tc3 + Tc3_Tr2 1, 
( TAl == Tal + Tal_TAl 1, 
( TA2 == Ta2 + Ta2_TA2 1, 
( TRl == Trl + Trl_TRl 1, 
{ TR2 == Tr2 + Tr2_TR2 ), 
{ Tdl == max(TA1 + TAl_Tdl, TRl + TRl_Tdl) 1, 
{ Td2 == Tdl + Tdl_Td2 1, 
min(Td2, TA2 + TA2_Td2, TR2 + TR2_Td2, Casel, Casea), 
/* Case enumeration for min constraints */ 
enumerate( [Casel, CaseZ]). 
In the sample session presented next, the system and the program describing the 
timing constraints are loaded, and the constraint system is queried. In the example, 
event Al (TAl) is set as the reference point (TAl is forced to 0 in the parameter list). 
CLP (BNR) then returns an answer: YES or NO according to whether or not the sys- 
tem of constraint admits a solution. This solution is preceded by a list of labels used 
by CLP (BNR) to identify interval-valued variables. The labels are listed in the same 
order as the parameters of the procedure t. If an interval has been reduced to a punc- 
tual value (as for TAl) then the label is immediately replaced by that value. 
For TAl = 0, two sets of solutions are returned, one for each possible case of the 
min decomposition. The numbers reported - only the upper bounds of the interval- 
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valued separations must be considered - are the maximum separation from event A 1 
to the other events in the system. In this example, both solution sets are equal; when 
they differ, as explained in the paper, the maximum values are kept. 
To obtain the missing lower bounds, the system is queried with other reference 
points: A2 (TA2 = 0) for instance. 
Combining all the results together, we have CZ’J =ti - tj = - 92 and dc = 4 - ti = 286, 
as reported in Table 1. Any other separation between two events can be obtained in 
the same manner. 
/usr/local/bin/BNRProlog_4.3.2 starting... 
BNR Prolog Version 4.3.2 Alpha 
?- load_context(example) . 
Compiling itmp_mnt/net/carreIgirodias/VerificationiExampleiCLPiexample into 
memory... 
?- load_context(example) 
YES 
?- t(Tc1, Tc2, Tc3, Tal, Ta2, Trl, Tr2, 0, T&Z, TRl, TR2, Tdl, Td2). 
?- t(_H5524, 
_H5525, 
_H5526, 
_H5527, 
_H5528, 
_H5529, 
45530, 
0, 
_H5532, 
_H5533, 
_H5534, 
_H5535, 
_H5536) 
where [_H5524 : integer(-122, -151, 
_H5525 : integer(82, 194). 
_H5526 : integer(490, 602). 
_H5527 : integer(-12, 01, 
_H5528 : integer(92, 2741, 
_H5529 : integer(92, 359). 
_H5530 : integer(500, 7521, 
-Ii5532 : integer(92. 286), 
_H5533 : integer(92, 389), 
_H5534 : integer(500, 782), 
_H5535 : integer(92, 509), 
[_H5536 : integer(500, 2147483647), 
freeze(_H5536, [f-H5536 ==_H5532 + _H5706 ; _H5534 +_H5701fllll 
?- t(_H5504, 
_H5505, 
_H5506, 
_H5507, 
_H5508, 
95509, 
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_H5510, 
0, 
_Ii5512, 
_H5513, 
_H5514, 
_H5515, 
_H5516) 
where [_H5504 : integer(-122, -101, 
_H5505 : integer(82, 1941, 
_H5506 : integer(490, 602), 
_H5507 : integer(-12, O), 
_H5508 : integer(92, 274), 
_H5509 : integer(92, 3591, 
_H5510 : integer(500, 7521, 
-Ii5512 : integer(92, 2861, 
_H5513 : integer(92, 389), 
_H5514 : integer(500, 782), 
_H5515 : integer(92, 5091, 
[_H5516 : integer(92, 2147483647), 
freeze(_H5516, [{_~5516 == _H5512 + _H5686 ; _H5514 +_H5681)1 
YES 
?- t(Tcl, Tc2, Tc3, Tal, Ta2, Trl, Tr2, TAl, 0, TR1, TR2, Tdl, Td2). 
?- t(_H5502, 
_H5503, 
_H5504, 
_H5505, 
_H5506, 
_H5507, 
_H5508, 
Ji5509, 
0, 
_H5511, 
_H5512, 
_H5513, 
_H5514) 
where L-H5502 : integer(-296, -214), 
_H5503 : integer(-92, -lo), 
_H5504 : integer(316, 398), 
_H5505 : integer(-286, -104), 
_H5506 : integer(-12, O), 
_H5507 : integer(-12, 155), 
_H5508 : integer(326, 548), 
_H5509 : integer(-286, -92), 
_H5511 : integer(-12, 1851, 
_H5512 : integer(326, 578), 
_H5513 : integer(-12, 358), 
[_H5514 : integer(326, 2147483647), 
freeze(_H5514, [C-H5514 == 0 + _H5684 ; _H5512 + _H567911 
?- t(_H5478, 
_H5479, 
_H5480, 
_H5481, 
_H5482, 
_H5483, 
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35484, 
-x5485, 
0, 
_H5487, 
_H54aa, 
_H5489. 
_H5490) 
where [_H5478 : integer(-296, -2141, 
_H5479 : integer(-92, -lo), 
_H5480 : integer(316, 398), 
_H5481 : integer(-286, -104), 
_H5482 : integer(-12, O), 
_H5483 : integer(-12, 155), 
_H5484 : integer(326, 548), 
35485 : integer(-286, -92), 
_H5487 : integer(-12, 185), 
_H54aa : integer(326, 57a), 
_H5489 : integer(-12, 35a), 
[_H5490 : integer(0, 2147483647). 
freeze(_H5490, [c-H5490 == 0 + _H5660 ; _H54aa + _H5655)1)11. 
YES 
?- quit. 
Process time = 1.180000 set 
Number of symbols = 1287 
Context space used = 63800 bytes (out of 101496) 
Heap used = 36388 bytes Trail used = 1336 bytes (out of 512000) 
Choicepoint used = 2368 bytes Environment used = 2116 bytes (out of 300000) 
/usr/local/bin/BNRProlog_4.3.2 68498 LI, 58049.152542 LI/sec 
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